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crimination of the flashes in flicker. We shall return to flicker in
connection with the general problem of discrimination. .Again, rthe
assumption that the small spikes do not possess ofi-discharges is not
only contrary to flrst-hand experience but also very unlikely when one
considers that the off-discharge is the only retinal phenomenon capable
of furnishing a peripheral cue for successive contrast which reaches
its climax in color vision.
While it is highly desirable to have more work carried out with small
spikes, f cannot share the surmise of Rushton (1953) that thesnaall
spikes may have very different response patterns. Even in the fovea
of primates the private 1: 1 path over the midget bipolar has other
connections which make it potentially subject to influences from adjacent paths. It may well act in isolation in one context and together
with adjacent receptors in another. Animals without fovea see well
enough to make it a problem how they can,do it. A,}so, it so.oms very
unlikely that the principles discovered by the work,on relatively large
spikes would suddenly have been sacrificed at the very late stage of
phylogenetic development (primates among ,marrmals, birds) when
a fovea occurs. To enumerate these prineiples briofly, they are: (1)
the existence of two systems antagonistic throughout-the on- and
the off-systems; (2) an organization similar to the one in the sentient
skin and consisting of overlapping receptive fields of very different
sizes; (3) a minute organization of these fields, which serves to,emphasize the proper.ties of the center of the flel.d, .ei(her ,',on. or .,off,,,
at the expense of the periphery; (4) means of expansion or contraction
of the receptive field with variations in state of adaptation.
In the absence of studies of the fovea we can, for the time being,
well disregard it and be content with the fact that the retina is a good
organ for discrimination, even in animals without .a fovea. If we fail
to make sense of its properties as known at the mornen! we are.not
likely to succeed very much better when the foveal records bsc,ome
available (see Chapter 8, dealing with discrimination).

Chapter 3

Spontaneous Activity

in

Sense Organs

and Its Functional Significance.

The Principle of Centrifugal Control

l.

Introduction. The peripheral mechanism

Tsn ideas we entertain today about spontaneous activity in

sense

organs are entireiy a product of the electronic era of sensory research
which made it possible to observe the impulse. This does not mean
that these problems are wholly without a history in psychophysical
research. Do we have spontaneous sensations? To be sure, most sense
organs are held to possess in the normal state an absolute zero-point
of no sensation, but of old the eye has been regarded as an exception,
since something is always perceived, even under closed lids in the

dark. This to Helmholtz (1867) was the Eigenlicht produced by internal excitation and to Hering (1925) the autogenetic gray (das
Eigengrau). These great opponents also disagreed about the sensation
of "black." With Helmholtz's acceptance of Young's color theory went
the notion that white is the sum of all colors and black the absence of
sensation, while to Hering "absence of sensation" was something that
one saw with one's back, and deep black, as perceived, was just as
positive a sensation as white, besides being obtainable only by contrast against white. According to Hering's theory black and white were
the opposite poles of his two antagonistic processes, assimilation and
dissimilation; and the autogenetic gray, just as any other gray, was
some intermediate point.

If the calculations of Bruesch and Arey (1942) to the effect that
38% of all the sensory input in man is delivered through his one million optic nerve fibers are correct, there need not be much spontaneous
activity in these fibers to produce a sensation of gray. We are exceptionally visual animals.
With the advent of electronics into the study of sense organs spon8l
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arrived-at first as a mild surprise to Adrian and his
collaborators (e.g.Adrian andZotterman, 1926a), because there was
always a chance of injury or internal stresses in the early muscle and
skin preparations. However, Adrian and R. Matthews (L927a,b;
1928) saw spontaneous discharges very markedly also in the eel's
optic nerve, and, again, Adrian (1932a,1937) in the optic ganglion
taneous activity

of the water beetle (Dytiscus marginalis). Matthews (1931a) confirmed Adrian and Zotterman's observation that the end-organs in
frog muscle sometimes may discharge in the absence of any external
tension but held it to be due to slight deformation consequent upon
some internal strain despite absence of external tension. The advent
of the mammalian preparation contributed to establishing the reality
of spontaneous activity because, as a rule, rates of resting discharge
are higher in mammals than in cold-blooded animals. However, we
shall see below that there are sense organs which discharge spontaneously in all types of animal as if this form of activity were part of their
normal pattern of behavior.
Gradually, therefore, the idea of spontaneous activity as an integral
part of the performance of the sensory instruments has grown upon
us. My own experience derives from two such highly active sense
organs as the retina and the mammalian muscle spindle, in both of
which the existence of a spontaneous discharge is pregnant with meaning. Apparently because the subject in this way gradually has wheedled
itself into our attention, spontaneous activity has never, to the best of
my knowledge, received the recognition it deserves in the form of a
review of its own which treats it synthetically. This omission is what
f now, belatedly, shall try to rectify.
I have already mentioned (Chapter 1, sec. 3) Katz's experiments
in which he studied the electrical activity of the afierent terminals of
muscle spindle end-organs in the frog (Chapter 1, sec. 4, Fig. 5).
When the state of tension of the spindle was very low, a random discharge of impulses was observed, but it was quite clear that a considerable number of them never were propagated up the axon but
remained in the abortive state as prepotentials incapable of maturing
into a discharged spike. These abortive impulses at a given ending
occurred in discrete quantal sizes and were not subject to continuous
gradation. They were probably therefore real impulses, but limited to
the fine terminal branches of the end-organ failing to propagate individually because of the low safety factor for propagation at the site of
expansion of the fiber. Only when several such impulses arrived
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simultaneously could they set up the current density necessary for
evoking a propagated impulse in the common fiber into which they
fed. As to the cause of the random discharge at very low tension Katz
suggested that there are considerable fluctuations in the excitatory
state of the stretch receptor which possibly are due to molecular agitation in the mechanical receptor substance or ionic noise in the terminal
nerve membrane. This view has been experimentally elaborated by
Buller, Nicholls, and G. Strom (1953). They found in Katz's type of
preparation the mean value of the standard deviation from a regular
firing frequency to be of the order of 3.0-3.5 impulses per second.
This, they calculated, would correspond to a fluctuation of membrane
potential of the order of -+ 0.7 mV. in S.D. which may well occur in
terminals below 0.1pr (Fatt and Katz, 1952a). Thermal agitation could
therefore be one permanent source for this "biological noise."
Fatt and Katz (1951, 1952a), using internal microelectrodes, found
a random succession of miniature potentials also in the motor end
plate, their amplitude being of the order of 1/100 of the normal end
plate potential. While admitting that unknown causes may contribute
to this spontaneous activity (cf. Buller et al.,1953), they were inclined
to ascribe the phenomenon to thermal agitation of ions within the
membrane. Brock, Coombs, and Eccles, by the same technique
(1952), found similar random fluctuations across the membrane of
the ventral horn cell but those may, partly at least, arise from impulses
arriving into individual synaptic knobs. Analysis of the spontaneous
discharge in the lateral line organ of flsh, performed by Katslki et al.
(1950), also showed a random distribution in addition to a periodic
fluctuation.
Katz's observations on muscle spindles provide another role for the
characteristic fine divisions of sensory nerve terminals in the periphery
which I have already considered as a possible factor favoring repetitive
firing in many sense organs. Even specialized organs such as the retinal
cones have dendritic.terminals connected with a single bipolar. The
rods which end in round knobs have solved this problem by converging in large numbers upon a single bipolar. They would therefore be
expected to possess a particularly high capacity for spontaneous impulse generation, as this, on Katz's results, would be a function of the
number of terminals (rods) impinging upon the fiber (bipolar). This
assumption is borne out by experimentation (see next section).
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spontaneous activity is the temperature organ (Hensel, 1952; Zotter-

2. Role of

spontaneous activity illustrated by
retina. The arousal reaction from
reticular centers

In the retina we may also have other sources of spontaneous activity,
as we have seen, a layer of receptors lined by two layers of
neurones. In most of the preparations on which I have made my observations the optic nerve has been cut (decerebrate cats) or else
excised eyes have been used so that the discharge in the optic nerve
under all circumstances has arrived only from the periphery. It is
therefore from the present points of view immaterial whether the spontaneous activity is ascribed to instability in the transition from re-

it being,

ceptors to bipolars alone, in the neural structures alone, or in both.
Adrian and Matthews (1928) made the flrst observations on spontaneous rhythms in a retina. They recorded from the whole nerVe of
the eel's eye and often found that the spontaneous activity became

synchronized into large beats when the entire eye was illuminated.
Regular massed rhythms are not seen in the more normal vertebrate
retina unless the animal is given strychnine (Granit, 1945a). It is
likely to be an abnormality also in the excised eye, as suggested by
Adrian (1937) himself in connection with later work on the optic

ganglion

of the water-beetle (Dytiscus). The microelectrode tech-

nique, however, will do very little damage to an eye if the electrode is
carefully applied to the retina. The lens and cornea may be removed,
as in ourlaboratory (Granit, 1947), or the electrode may be stuck in
through a small hole in the bulb, as is being done by Kuffier (1952,
1953). The result is the same. A large number, perhaps rnost, of the
ganglion cells rrlaintain a spontaneous discharge which fluctuates
somewhat but in general tends to increase a great deal in dark adaptation (see Granit, 1947, pp.95-6). This I have seen in both frogs and
cats, and Kufler (1953) in cats. In frog eyes the massed discharge
tends to be considerable in the dark and is small during illumination
or even some time after cessation of illumination (when the offdischarge proper has disappeared). However, it is never absent and
is found also in pure cone eyes (tortoise, snake). Spontaneous activity
in the auditory nerve flbers and inhibition of it by noise was described
by Galambos and Davis (1944). On the whole, eye and ear present a
series of striking similarities in terms of spike patterns and their behavior. A recent important addition to the list of organs with marked

man, 1953).
In the retina there will be corresponding changes of slow potential
because in this organ, as elsewhere, each impulse is preceded by a
prepotential (Kuffer, 1953; Best, 1953b). One might say that this
little "brain" in the periphery, which is attached to the visual receptors,

behaves like the rest of the brain in that it generates small "brain
waves." This has recently been emphasized also by Barlow ( 1953a,b).
In studying the spontaneous activity of the retina with microelectrodes I made the curious observation (Granit, l94la) that, apart from
the spontaneously active cells that could be influenced by light in the
ordinary way, there were others which acted with great independence.
The strongest illumination I had at the time was 2400 meter candles
at the opened eye. Yet, when this light was switched on, there were
spikes which remained uninfluenced. There was no reason to suspect
that mechanical stimulation by the microelectrode had activated the

cell. When slowly screwing the microelectrode into position, looking
at it all the time in the microscope (that was placed above the excised
cone eye of the tortoise used in the experiment of Fig. 36), one often
heard first the rhythm of the discharge in the loudspeaker as a faint
distant noise which gradually increased in strength as the point of
the electrode approached the active unit from above. Recently Kuffier

(1953) also has reported on spontaneously active light-resistant elements with his preparation, the unopened eye of the cat. This need
not necessarily mean that such units always are, as it were, shut ofi
from the influence of the receptor layer.
It is far more common, however, to flnd light to excite or inhibit the
discharge, according to stimulus strength and the nature of the element,
with an over-all effect of considerable depression of the rate of spontaneous flring in the light-adapted state. In light adaptation fewer elements seem to be spontaneously active than in dark adaptation.
The spontaneous activity, so lively in the mammalian retina, is thus
the background against which effects of stimulation are displayed. It
would provide a natural explanation of Hering's autogenetic gray.
What functions can be ascribed to it on the basis of electrophysiological
research?

With regard to the spikes influenced by light in the ordinary way,
seems clear that the fluctuating state of excitability expressed by
spontaneous activity must permit some rotation of activity between

it

individual units. This is evident when intermittent stimulation is com-
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bined with observations of several units at sufficiently high rates of
flicker. Some rotation then takes place, as is shown by Fig. 36.
Further, the increase of the spontaneous f,ring in the dark may serve
to compensate for the drop in excitability that would be a likely con-

for the visual centrai projections when they are deprived of
their sensory input. Without the spontaneous rhythm darkness would
be a kind of de-afferentation by natural means of most important
sections of the brain. Some years ago, when the only visual projections
considered were those through the lateral geniculate bodies to the
occipital f,eld in the striate area, permanent cortical facilitation did
not suggest the problems it does today.
sequence
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The atlanto-occipital membrane of a cat is opened under narcosis and
the medulla cross-sectioned. The animal is then maintained on artificial
respiration without narcosis. In this preparation the brain is active
compared with that of ordinary anesthetized animals. As a most characteristic sign of this state of activity the electroencephalogram from
the striate area is characterized by an incessant low-voltage highfrequency discharge interrupted by large bursts similar to those seen
under barbiturate anesthesia but somewhat faster and often not quite
as large. Claes studied this electroencephalogram before and after (a)
enucleation of the two bulbs, (b) retrobulbar severance of the optic
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Fig. 37. Cat, enciphale isoli. Electroencephalograms. l.' simultaneous records from the two striate areas before bilateral enucleation of the eye bulbs.
B.' same after enucleation. Note groups of slow waves separated by almost total
inactivity. (Claes, Arch. Int. Physiol., 48, 181. 1939.)
Fig. 36. Microelectrode records. 1. Spontaneous activity in dark-adapted
retina of tortoise inhibited by illumination. 2. Same in retina of rat. 3. Response
to intermittent light in retina of frog. Several units and some rotation of activity.
4. Spontaneous activity in retina of tortoise, not influenced by illumination.
Light signal and time h L/50 sec. above each record. (Granit, Acta physiol.
scand., 1,370. l94la; Vet. akad. arkiv f. zool., A -?6, No. 11. 1.945a.)

On account of the recent electroencephalographical work on facilitatory centers for the cortex situated in the brain stem (see below),
the whple problem of the level of activity of the brain centers has
taken on a new aspect. For the eye, however, there was early evidence
in Bremer's laboratory by Claes (1939) to the efiect that the retina
is of considerable importance for the maintenance of a normal electroencephalogram had we but understood its signiflcance. Her results
have been explained by our microelectrode records of spontaneous
activity in the cat's retina.
Claes used Bremer's preparation encdphale isol6 (Bremer, 1936b).

nerves without enucleation and (in one case) (c) cauterization of the
papilla of the optic nerve. The result of those operative procedures in
most animals was that there appeared long periods of almost complete
central inactivity lasting from ten to fifteen seconds, which interrupted
groups of activity of higher voltage but lower frequency than before,
a change in the direction of the one occurring in sleep. Electroencephalograms from the striate area before and after bilateral enucleation
of the bulbs are shown in Fig. 37 . I have confirmed her results on one
similar preparation. Ingvar (1954) has since conflrmed them on several animals with instantaneous severance of both optic nerves behind
the eye bulb. Large scale chronical experiments are still lacking.
This change, Claes observes, is never seen merely in the absence of
stimulation with light, even if darkness be maintained indefinitely.
She concluded that the retina, also in the complete absence of visual
stimuli, exercises a tonic influence upon the level of spontaneous
activity in the brain. This effect is primarily noted in the striate area
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but some influence can also be detected as a repercussation in other
regions-for instance, in the auditory area.
The electroencephalographic results seem capable of explaining the
general bioiogical significance of the striking spontaneous activity that
I at the same time found in the dark-adapted mammalian retina. It
also seems possible that some retinal ganglion cells, as Kuffier and I
have found, actually-while subthreshold-devote themselves chiefly
to the role of "energizers" maintaining the level of excitability of the
centers and for this reason keep up their firing rate with relative disregard of stimulation by light. From the point of view of vision they
would probably be highthreshold units requiring a very great amount
of illumination to alter their firing frequency. I find it difficult to believe that they would be completely inaccessible to illumination. However, if the spontaneous activity is partly maintained by the neural
elements, the system may well be temporarily independent of the receptor input. It would be valuable to have more experimentation
devoted to all these aspects of vision.
Now what is this "tonic influence"? How can sense organs act as
"energizers"? Can we formulate this idea with greater precision?
Spontaneous activity may well be a very important physiological
phenomenon. To this end we have to turn to current notions about
sleep and wakefulness.

Ranson's group (see e.g. Ranson, 1939 Ranson and Magoun,
1939), in the large-scale work with the Horsley-Clarke instrument
carried out at Northwestern University in Chicago, came to the conclusion that the essential problem in sleep, far from being one of
generalized inhibition, had to be turned upside down. Thus, what had
to be accounted for was not in the first instance somnolence but the
state of activity and awareness. Ranson's view was that the hypothalamus contained a "waking center" to take care of these functions. When
this was destroyed, the animals fell asleep. Other aspects of the problem of sleep need not concern us in this connection except that it is
necessary to realize that opposing systems in the lamina medullaris
interna of the thalamus induce sleep (see e.g. Hess, t944a,b; Hunter

and Jasper, 1949), including the electroencephalographic signs of
sleep (Akert, Koella, and Hess, 1952). Bremer (7935, 1936a), in
developing his preparation cerveau isol6, had followed a similar line
of thinking, believing the electroencephalographic signs of somnolence
that he observed in his animals were due to section of the specific sensory lemniscal paths running through the thalamic regions to activate the
sensory projections in the cerebrum, a view at the time widely accepted.
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Bremer's transection for this preparation was at a higher level than
Claes', through the mesencephalon, and instead of the active brain of
the enc6phale isol6 by a bulbar section, he now encountered a brain,
the cerveau iso16, with all the electroencephalographic signs of sleep
or of barbiturate anesthesia. Visual and olfactory paths remain, but
if these also are removed by destroying the basal parts of the diencephalon, inactivity becomes profound (Bremer, 1938; Lindsley, Bowden, and Magoun, 1949).
The work of Magoun and his collaborators Niemer and Rhines,
which will be discussed in connection with the activation of the muscle
spindles (Chapter 7), had led to the elaboration of the concept of
Front.

Por.
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Fig. 38. Awakening of a sleeper. Normal adult male. At the beginning of
the records the E.E.G. shows the irregular slow waves which characterize light
sleep; at C, awakening by a call. Note the succession of a slow reaction wave
synchronous in the four 1eads, a burst of alpha waves, and finally the fast lowvoltage activity of the waking state. The monopolar leads, all on the same left
hemisphere, were frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal. Calibrations: 20
microvolts, 1 second. (Bremer, Some problems in neurophysiology, Athlone
Press, London,1,953.)

excitatory and inhibitory regions of generalized action in the brain
stem and medulla, serving to induce respectively hyperactivity and
hyporeflexia, with lack of tonus in the periphery, without much discrimination between individual muscle groups. Adding electroencephalography to their methods of research, Moruzzi and Magoun (1949)
and Moruzzi (1949) identified a cephalically directed brain-stem system, apparently consisting of reticular relays ascending to the basal
diencephalon and further to the cortex, where it was found to desynchronize the high-voltage slow waves and create a pattern of lowvoltage high-frequency activity, the so-called arousal reaction (see
for a summary, e.g., Bremer, 1953; Magoun, 1950, L952). Fig. 38,
from Bremer's work, illustrates this change during awakening in man.
Magoun and his collaborators found that basal mesencephalic and
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diencephalic lesions which abolished the electroencephalographic
arousal reaction had spared the speciflc sensory relay nuclei which
therefore could hardly be held responsible for the maintenance of the
state of awareness as defined electroencephalographically. Bremer
(L953) fully accepted these conclusions and thus subscribed to the
view that the reticular activating system rather than the specific relay
nuclei, which he first had thought of, were the ones setting up the
arousal reaction.
Several other lines of research by electroencephalographic methods,
carried out practically during the same period, converged toward establishing and giving precision to the idea of "waking centers" in the
mesencephalic and diencephalic reticular system. Thus, Morison and
his collaborators (Dempsey and Morison, 1942; Morison and Dempsey, 1942) originated a very prolific line of experimentation by show-
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Starzl, Taylor, and Magoun (1951b) have lound in it responses to
somatic and auditory stimuli. French, Van Amerongen, and N'{agoun
(1952) have also demonstrated visual projections in this aiea. Simultaneous records from coltex and reticular system show the reticular
afferent response to be accompanied by the chaL'acteristic arousal reaction at the higher levels, as obtained by clirect electrical stintulation
of the same region. Since decerebellation or decortication did not remove the reticular response to afferent stimulation, it was concluded

ing that thalamic stimulation at a slow rate activated a recruiting
response of waves similar to the barbiturate spindles. This was found
in widespread areas of both hemispheres. Stimulation at fast rates,

CEREEELLUM

AFFERENT
COLL

however, suppressed barbiturate bursts (Dempsey and Morison, 1943;
Morison, Finley, and Lothrop, 1,943). The latter observations were

explained by Murphy and Gellhorn (1945), who found that hypothalamic stimulation which suppressed such bursts also dispersed syn-

chronized strychnine spikes and induced the high-frequency lowvoltage response which characterizes awakening or arousal. Jasper
and his group (summary by Jasper, 1949; cf. Hanbery and Jasper,
1953) pointed out that arousal reactions were obtained from stimulation with high frequencies of certain portions of the thalamus and
the posterior hypothalamus. He regards what he calls the thalamic
reticular system as a more highly organized portion with diffuse central
projections capable also of more restricted cortical action and of
setting up the recruiting response types first described by Morison and
Dempsey. In this respect it difiers from the mesencephalic reticular
system, the desynchronizing action of which normally will keep the
thalamic neurones under control (see e.g. Jasper, Ajmone-Marsan,
and Stoll, 1.952). He agrees, however, with Magoun as to the strongly
desynchronizing action of the mesencephalic reticular system. The
projections of this system upon the thalamic nuclei have been studied
by Starzl, Taylor, and Magoun (1951a).
From the present point of view it seems particularly important that
the system of ascending reticular relays recently has been found to
receive "a hitherto unsuspected wealth of afferent connections,, (Magoun, 1952; cf. Dell, 1"952). By the technique of evoked potentials

SUB- ond
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MIDBRAIN
ASCENDING RETICULAR
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Fig. 39. Outline of brain of cat, showirrg distribrrtion of afferent collatcrals
ascending reticr:lar activating system in brain stem. (Starz1, Taylor and

Magoun, J. NeuroplrysioL., 14,479. 195 1b.)

that the efiects did not as such depend upon corticofugal paths. Taken
in conjunction with the fact, mentioned abot,e, that <iestruction of the
specific lemniscal pathways of the sensory impulses did not by itself
suffice to reduce the activity of the brain to sornnolence, as defined
electroencephalographically, ail this r,vork seems to support the notion
that the sense organs actually possess another route of relays through
the reticular portion of meser.rcephalon and diencephalon which is essential in maintaining a state of wakefulness or alertness. Fig. 39 summarizes these conclusions.

Returning, after this excursion, to the question of spontaneous
activity in sense organs, it seems that our "privlte measuring instruments" must play a great role also in keeping us alert and active.
Spontaneous activity now emerges as something vastly more significant
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than a random noise in itself might have been held to be. It is incorporated in the functional plan upon which the body is organized for
action and reaction. We can now better understand how sense organs
can serve as "energizers." A good example on a simpler scale is the
olfactory bulb, which shows continuous fast activity in light anesthesia
but can be induced to rest by intravenous injection of barbiturates or
other anesthetics (Adrian, 1950). In such cases

the intrinsic activity may return after a time as the effect of the
anaesthetic wears off, but before it has returned spontaneously it
can often be started up again by a short period of olfactory stimulation. The sudden resumption of activity is an example of a reaction
which occurs in many other collections of unstable nerve cells and
is best described as the awakening reaction. . . . [This] may be
regarded as little more than the development of a prolonged after
activity in a structure which tends to oscillate when it is disturbed.
In some conditions and in some structures the oscillations die out
in a short time, in others they continue indefinitely. [Adrian, 1950,
pp.38I-2.1

In thinking of the spontaneous activity from sense organs in such
terms it is necessary to recall that some sense organs are provided
with centrifugal fibers which may "set" their permanent output frequency to any desired level. I shall take up this question in sec. 6
below.

In their capacity as "energizers" the

well be supported
by other structures. I am thinking in particular of the cerebellum, in which
Brookhart, Moruzzi, and Snider (1950), using the microelectrode technique, have found very high flring frequencies in individual Purkinje or
granular cells. It is difficult to see any other obvious reason for spontaneous
sense organs may

firing at average rates of from 70 to 80 impulses per second in a cerebellum
deprived of its connections with the cerebrum. The cerebellum also receives a very large number of afferent sensory projections, particularly
from the skin and the muscles and projects to the reticular substance
(Snider, McCulloch, and Magoun, 7949; Whiteside and Snider, 1953).
Excellent anatomical reviews are given by Brodal (1943,1949). Recently
Jansen and Brodal have summarized the extensive work of the Oslo
school. This should not be interpreted to mean that the cerebellum serves
this purpose alone. One of the more important advances from the last
decade is, indeed, our increasing knowledge about the existence of highly
speciflc projections on the cerebellar cortex and other functional subdivi.
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sions (Dow, 1939; Adrian, 1943b; Fulton, 1.949a; Snider, 1950; Mortzzi,
1950; Woolsey, 1950; Chambers and Sprague, 1,951, 1.952; Sprague and
Chambers, 1953 ) .

To hold the view that sense organs, and in this particular connection
the retina, energize certain systems and individual cells by way of a
maintained spontaneous activity is to provide a new role for peripheral
inhibition in sense organs, whatever its cause. If atl optic nerve fibers
were silent, unless stimulated, an effect of inhibition around the edges
of illuminated patches projected onto the silent retina would be negligible because it would never be transmitted to the perceiving cortex.
But if the sense organ normally is spontaneously active, the suppression of the inherent activity will be notifled to the cortex which, as is

well known (see e.g. Fulton, L949b), reproduces the peripheral sentient surface on a striate map of its own. The edges around the projected patches on the cortical map may now appear as regions of
correspondingly altered excitability. There is also a gradation on the
perceptual side in quantity from "black" to "white," and intense black
is perceived only by contrast against white. These facts presuppose
notification on the part of the periphery, by some kind of "cue,, to
the center, that there is complete cessation of impulse activity. The
center may well provide further elaboration, but it is difficult to see
how it could do so except against a background of suppressed discharge.

In studying the optic nerve discharge of a retinal element in darkadapted cats, very commonly one flnds that inhibition precedes excitation, particularly at high intensities of stimulation (Granit, 1944). If
it need not be immediately accelerated.
The acceleration may come after an initial inhibition, suggesting that
for some unknown reason the spontaneous discharge is cleared away
before the excitatory message is allowed to reach the brain.
We do not yet fully understand the specific sensory significance of
the maintained spontaneous activity of the retina as distinct from its
general role in activation of the higher centers. The suggestions put
forth have served to emphasize possibilities all of which have one
feature in common: that a background of spontaneous discharge will
enhance the significance of peripheral inhibition. We shall nnd tfrt
generalization vindicated below by evidence from other sense organs.
The general advantage accruing from this arrangement is the iame
as that of a galvanometer with its ncedle at the midpoint of the scale
instead of at the end.
there is a spontaneous rhythm,
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time. The efiect is slow but of a remarkable order of magnitude.
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5 seconds. Light, as it were, potentiates itself! This
effect is also reflected in the striate area and spreads to the auditory
develops within

area, proving in a way different from that in the work previously mentioned that the discharge through the optic nerve has i great influence

on the general level of activity of the brain. chang holds that the effect
is caused by excitatory impulses, and he may well be right in this view.
If so, it should occur also at cessation of illumination (ofi-discharge).

3.

Spontaneous activity in certain
mechanoreceptors

Highly sensitive mechanoreceptors like those in the vestibular organ
and in the lateral line of fishes operate on the principle of microle'y'ers
in the shape of hairs standing in fluid. The piincipli that flow of the
fluid in one direction will excite a discharge ind in the other direction
will depress the spontaneous rhythm was established by the work of
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Fig. 40. Cortical responses to the stimulation of the lateral geniculate body
as recorded by an electrode inserted into the cortex at a depth about 1.5 mm.
beneath the surface. A: in dark. B.' during retinal illumination. Note the increase
in size of the three radiation potentials in B. (Chang, Res. Publ. Ass. Nerv. Ment.
Dis., 30, 430. 1952.)

To this section also belong some observations by Chang ( 1950a,b).
He was using cats and recorded the response to light from the Tateral
geniculate body which is the first synapse on the path of the optic
nerve. Fig. 40 illustrates that the responss to a slowly repeated electrical test shock applied to the optic nerve is small in the dark but
gradually increases in size when the light is allowed to shine for some

Fig. 41. Records showing the effect of perfusing the hyomandibular loop o{
a roach-on the activity of a number of lateral line receptors. The white line is
the perfusion signal. Its upward displacement signals tailward perfusion, its
downward displacement signals headward perfusion. Time signai in seconds.
Perfusion at 10 cm. water pressure. Furthei explanation in teit. (sand, proc.
Roy. Soc. of Lond.,B 123,472. 1.937.)

Ltiwenstein and Sand (1936,1940) on the semicircular canals of
elasmobranchs. The signiflcance of this result is perhaps easier to
understand if I first consider the lateral line organ of flshes, with
which the vestibular organs are morphologicaily h6mologous. It is, in
fact, a bilateral tube containing hairJ in endolymph and
iraced o, ih"
surface of the body. Katsuki, Mizuhira, and yoihino
1ieSt), in ttre
relatively wide canal of the Japanese sea eel, found groups oi ,"rro.y
hair cells covered by a thin transparent cupula.
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Hoagland in a series of papers (1933a,b, I933-34a,b) described
the spontaneous activity in the nerve of this organ (cf. Katsuki et al.,
1950). Hoagland and independently of him Schriever (1935) found
them to be mechanoreceptors, but it remained for the late Alexander
Sand (1937), who developed a technique for perfusion of the hyomandibular loop of the canal, to show that flow in one direction excited
some receptors, flow in the other direction inhibited them. This is
shown in Fig. 41. Actually there are two types of end-organs which
have opposite responses, as shown in Table 1.
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inhibition
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':'Sand. Proc. Roy. Soc.

ol Lond., B 123,481.

1937.

Perhaps one should remark, too, that the lateral line organ obeys
Fechner's law, the spike frequency being proportional to the logarithm

of the rate of flow. A rate of flow of 16 mm/sec. was a maximal
stimulus for these receptors, and the threshold was so low that it could
not be exactly determined. Actually the gentlest tapping on the table
or footsteps on the floor of the laboratory stimulated the preparation,
effects which, before they were eliminated, proved to be embarrassing
sources of error. This being so, one might think that the marked spontaneous activity

of the lateral line

receptors would be mechanical

artifacts or else due to ciliary movements of the hairs (Hoagland).
But Sand mentions that when he injected the canal with a suspension
of particles of methylene blue, he could not, through a binocular, see
any motion in them during more than an hour of observation. Yet,
though the particles remained motionless, the nerve of the canal
showed a vigorous persistent discharge. As to artifacts, he had his
preparation well under control. In this connection Sand made the
following very good remark: "If it is thought that ciliary activity of
the hair cells is in some way more intelligible than an inherent rhythmicity of a purely nervous peripheral mechanism, it is only because
we are familiar with such autonomous peripheral effectors, while the
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conception of an unprovoked peripheral nervous rhythm is new" (p.
490). The marked spontaneous rhythm of the retina and many other
sense organs, and Katz's evidence on the muscle spindle, reviewed
above, rather tend to lay the burden of proof on those who deny the
existence of true spontaneous impulse generation. Conceptually, one
should perhaps make a distinction between a true resting discharge
and one maintained by a stimulus such as slight tension on a muscle
spindle or mechanical stress influencing receptors around the hair
stalks. For the present problem this distinction is of little importance
but in the last section I wiil show at what stage in the argument it really
matters.
On the whole

I feel inclined to stress that we move on firmer ground
tentatively
ascribe the close similarities in the principles of
when we
various
action of
sense organs to the operation of analogous mechanisms, rather than when we proceed to hypotirecate a large number of
special mechanisms. Actually, the types of response from receptors
fall into a relatively limited number of categories. When, as shown by
Table 1, in the lateral line organ excitation is followed by inhibition
to flow in one direction, inhibition by excitation to flow in the other
direction, it is likely that these effects in the last instance are due to
depolarization and hyperpolarization of a membrane of the kind previously discussed (Chapter 1, sec.4). Another question, then, is how
the movements of the hair succeed in bringing about depolaization
and hyperpolarization. It is perhaps most reasonable to assume two
kinds of hair cells in which the hairs are slightly bent or mechanically
so fixed that flow in one direction augments the stress on them, flow in
the other direction releases it. This problem is unsolved. It recurs with
several other mechanoreceptors of the same type, such as the vestibular
ampullae for which Lciwenstein ( 1953 ) recently has obtained evidence
in favor of an electrical depolarization potential being responsible for
impulse generation.*
In this place one should perhaps mention the vibrissae of the cat.
They have far more elaborate endings around their stalks than do
ordinary hairs. These endings are surrounded by sensory structures
enclosed in bags, which may provide the mechanical forces necessary
for their directional sensitivity described by Fitzgerald (1940). The
spontaneous discharge is enhanced when the vibrissa is moved in one
* The prediction that depolarization and hyperpolarization will occur in such
organs and depend upon the direction of current flow has since been verified by
Y. Katsuki, H. Uchiyama and G. Totsuka (Proc. Jap. Acad., 30,248-55. 1954).
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direction, suppressed when it is moved in another direction. This orga.n
is always under the influence of gravity, and so tensile stress on the
endings around the stalk is probably always maintained.
With regard to the significance of spontaneous activity, the experiments on the lateral line organ are deficient in that the reflex effects
of the receptors are unknown. Thus, it is merely by hypothesis that we
can ascribe to their spontaneous rhythms an activating function of the
type proved to exist for the mammalian retina. This hypothesis was,
in fact, proposed by Hoagland. However, for other homologous structures the reflexes are known, and it seems reasonably certain, therefore, that the inhibitory and excitatory modifications of the spontaneous
activity, also in the lateral line organs, constitute an important mechanism for setting up differentiated responses. They are not likely to be
an exception to the general rule that spontaneous rhythms, apart from
activating higher centers, play an important role wherever the peripheral mechanism of excitation is developed so as to include peripheral
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is therefore singularly complete and, as far as any specific aspect of
it is concerned, the results are in essential agreement with those obtained on other animals, including mammals (Adrian, Gernandt).

,r#'*i+

inhibition.

This conclusion is again ernphasized by the behavior of the receptors in the semicircular canals, which also interpret movement in
space, differing from the lateral line in that the fluid is enclosed in a
tube, put in motion by acceleration, and thus bending the large gelatinous "cupula" which is seen in Fig. 42 to ride upon hair cells. The
actual swing-door movement of the cupula within the canal has been
observed on fishes in beautiful experiments by Steinhausen (193i,
1933) and Dohiman (1935, 1941). These semicircular tubes in the
labyrinth of the ear are well known to every student of biology to be
oriented in the three space coordinates-in fact three space organs in
sns-and so to be capable of recording acceleration in all directions
(see e.g. the book by Camis, 1930). They are also known to initiate
a large number of compensatory reflexes upon the eye muscles, the
body, and the limbs-elucidated in brilliant experiments by Flourens
(1830a,b), Ewald (1887), Breuer (1889), Magnus (1924), and
others.

The vestibular nerves have been studied by several workers (Ross,
1936; Lciwenstein and Sand, 1940; Adrian, 1943a; Gernandt, 1949;'
Boenninghaus, Henatsch, and Vilmar, 7952), all of whom have noticed the marked spontaneous resting discharge. In describing the
dynamic responses to acceleration I follow the paper by Lciwenstein
and Sand on the thornback ray (Raia clavata). In this animal the
piece of cartilage containing the labyrinth can be removed, studied
in isolation, and thus conveniently rotated in all directions. Their work

".
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Fig. 42. Diagramrnatic skctch of a crista. On the surface of the crista are the
cilizrted cells ,4, bctwccn which are seen the supporting cells B. Toward the base
of the crista are the undifferentiatecl epithelial cells C. D inclicates Iarge nerve
fibers, the endings of which are connectcd with the intracellular network. E are
fine nerve flbers in thc lateral parts of the crista, with free interccllular endings.
F is the cupula; the hair-proccsses of the sensory cells arc seen penetrating the
cnnals of the cupula. (Kolmcr, Ergcbtr. Pltysictl., 11,372. 1911.)
Lciwenstein and Sand made the fundamental observation to which

I

have already alluded, namely that for each canal there were two
opposite reactions: rotation one way increased the spontaneous discharge, rotation in the opposite direction suppressed it. Consider now
that there are six such canals, three in each ear, and it will be apparent
that the presence of a spontaneous rhythm that can be accelerated
or deceierated makes for a discrimination which, unless utilized by the
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in terms of the frequency code. In this, Lciwenstein and Sand have been
successful.
Spontaneous rhythms from the vestibular organs also serve to "energize" specific structures, such as the ventral horn cells responsible for
the motor part of the tonic or postural reflexes of the body. Long ago,

Fulton, Liddell, and Rioch (1930) showed that destruction of the
vestibular nuclei of animals in the state of decerebrate rigidity made
them atonic, and this experiment has more recently been repeated
and conflrmed by Bach and Magoun (1,947). Apparently, however,
this is not the sole source of tonic impulses from this region (Sprague
and Chambers, 1953). We shall return to this problem in Chapter 7,
which deals with the control of tonus.

4.

Spontaneous discharge
chemoreceptors

in

certain

The spontaneous activity of the chemoreceptors of glomus caroticttm, which were discovered by Heymans and Heymans (1927), is
an interesting case because for these receptors there is an excellent
reflex index of the effect in the animal's respiration. They respond to
lack of oxygen in the blood. Their impulses were recorded by Von
Euler, Liljestrand, and Zotterman (1939), who found them to be
spontaneously active also in eupneic breathing. Later Bjurstedt (L946),
by cooling the sinus afferents, made systematic observations on re-

moval of the permanent stimulus from the carotid body to the respira-

tory center. Even in the eupneic state, cooling of the sinus

nerves

diminished respiration, showing that the reflex drive kept up by spontaneous activity was of importance for the normal excitability of the
respiratory center.

5.

General significa.n?,
actwtty

of

spontaneous

By piecing together evidence from different sources it has proved
possible to reach a number of conclusions about the spontaneous
activity that has been observed in various sense organs. When it was
first seen, one was naturally suspicious. The preparation might have
been abnormal; it may have been impossible to avoid some stimulation. Ultimately, however, the existence of spontaneous firing from
sense organs became acknowledged, and now it has been picked up
practically at birth. fn several cases it has been shown that it is most
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important for the maintenance of general excitability of the nervous
centers and that, in addition, it has an important function in discrimination, particularly for sense organs possessing peripheral inhibition.
Thus it supplies the need for private measuring instruments with indicators pointing both ways. We have evidence also for the belief that
the spontaneous activity of the sense organs makes them one of the
brain's most important "energizers."
As a young medical student I was told of Striimpell's (1877) famous
case, which was a curious one of successive loss of the use of the sense
organs. Ultimately only two channels, one eye and one ear were left.
When these two input sources were excluded, the patient regularly fell
asleep, within 2 to 3 minutes. Bremer very much later found that the
electroencephalogram of cats with the brain sectioned at the level
of mesencephalon characteristically changed in the direction of an
electroencephalogram during sleep and inferred that the speciflc sensory
pathways carried impulses necessary for the state of wakefulness.
Chang, for the visual centers, arrived at the same conclusion from his
experiments (1952) and, indeed, drew attention to Striimpell's
case. New light has been cast upon these observations by the recent
disclosure (Magoun, 1952) of an unspecific mesencephalic reticular
system which receives branches from various sensory afferents in their
passage upward, and which is engaged in transforming this sensory
input into an activating discharge destined for large portions of the
cerebral cortex. It is now very likely that these unspecific paths rather
than the speciflc sensory afferents are responsible for the task of energization.

6. Centrifugal control of

sensory messages

Sense organs may have a practically fixed or a variable sensitivity
determined by their design. In addition most of them possess some sort

of regulatory control. Well-known mechanisms of this type are the
pupillary reflexes and those governing the state of contraction of the
two muscles, tensor tympani and stapedius, of the middle ear. A most
elaborate system for self-regulation is built up around the limb muscles.
There are inhibitorv reflexes arising in the tendons of the muscles
which prevent the latter from reaching dangerous states of tension.
Other organs, the mammalian muscle spindles, which reside in a
special kind of "intrafusal" muscular tissue, have preserved a high
degree of freedom from the necessity of passively fotlowing variations
in length of the ordinary muscle f,bers. They owe this independence
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partly to the anatomical arrangement of the intrafusal f,bers, partly
to a special kind of spinal centrifugal nerve elements which adjust the
length of these fibers. In recent years we have made great progress in
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ventral horn cells and thus provide inhibitory or excitatory feedbacks
to the retinal neurones. The inhibitory feedback of the ventral horn
cells will be discussed in Chapter 6.

the understanding of centrifugal control of the spindles and other sense
organs in the muscle. I shall discuss these problems in considerable
detail in Chapters 6 and7.
What concerns us here is the general principle of control exercised

by centrifugal nerve fibers, because if, as is the case, relatively slowly
adapting and therefore spontaneously active sense organs really are
controlled from nervous centers in the brain, it is clear that spontaneous
activity in the intact organism is not wholly at the mercy of "biological noise." In other words, the spontaneous discharge in sense organs
connected with the rest of the body is no longer wholly spontaneous.
The organism itself can adjust the level of permanent flring to its needs.
How this is arranged with the muscle spindles will be demonstrated
with many examples in Chapters 6 and 7.It suffi.ces here to point out
that the spindle discharge is very effectively controlled from the
mesencephalic reticular activating system (Granit and Kaada, 1952),
which receives an important part of the unspeciflc sensory input, The
spontaneous discharge from the retina appears to be similarly controlled from the same system (Granit, 1953, and below).
It therefore seems as if there were all requirements present for large
self-exciting loops, e.g. a circuit comprising brain stem -> muscle spindles -> brain stem. Such loops may well be of great importance. In
pathological cases they may acquire the character of vicious circles
and help to maintain a state of nervous tension. I shall not elaborate
these notions further. There is nothing in them that cannot be approached experimentally, and ten years hence we shall know a great
deal more about these probtrems. But a certain amount of-as I hopeconstructive speculation may not at the moment be out of place. The
problems are of the kind that need some guidance by theory if they
are not to fall flat altogether from lack of perspective.
What is, for instance, the role of the centrifugal fibers in the eye and
the ear? What are the elementary facts? Held (1893), recently confirmed by Rasmussen (1946, 1950), described the centrifugal fibers
of the ear. Nothing, however, is known about their function. Cajal
(1894,1933) and Dogiel (1895) found the centrifugal fibers of the
retina (cf. Arey, 1916). Polyak (1941), summarizing the literature,
pointed out that these flbers have not yet been convincingly demonstrated in the optic nerve with degeneration methods. Some of them
may therefore be recurrent axon collaterals of the type found in the
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Fig. 43. Enc6phale isol6 cat. Curarized. Each sweep repres3nts test with
flash of 2.7 lux. Sweep interval 0.75 sec.; 1-4: controls. 5 15: santples during
stimulation of superficial portion of reticular formation at prctectal 1evel. Stimulus frequency 107/sec. Shock artifacts downwarcl. 16-25: successive su,eeps
after stimulation.
On the other hand, with regard to the retina I have recently ( 1953 )
succeeded in demonstrating centrifugal effects from the mesencephalic

reticular activating system, some of which are difficult to understand
unless the centrifugal fibers really exist and can be activated from
structures in this region. The new results have been obtained by recording with microelectrodes from the (curarized) cat's retina and stimulat,
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ing with frequencies from 50 to 200 per second through needles inserted
into the mesencephalic reticular substance by means of the HorsleyClarke stereotaxic orienting instrument.
Fig. 43 illustrates the test response ( 1-4) to a flash of 2.7 lux swept
across the screen of the cathode ray at intervals of 0.75 sec. The
isolated tips of a pair of parallel stimulating needles were just above
the reticular substance proper. Nevertheless, tetanic stimulation for
11.3 sec. from 5 to 15 was followed by a definite increase of sensitivity

Fig. 44. Analysis of type of experiment as shown in Fig. 43. The values
plotted per 5 sweeps before, during (broken line), and aller stimulation of
reticular formation further down than in Fig. 43 (see text). Same animal and
experiment. The greater facilitation (upper curve) was obtained at stimulus
strength 10 V. and rate 49/sec. Lower curve: same, with stimulus strength 5 V.
and rate
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/sec.

to the test flash, visible in records l7 to 24. In order to improve the
efiect, the pair of needles was pushed down a little deeper into the
mesencephalic reticular system and the two curves of Fig. 44 recorded.
Every point on these curves is an average of the values of five sweeps,
each lasting 284 msec. at sweep intervals of 750 msec. The ordinates
are given in impulses per second, the test response being an ondischarge to 2.7 lux. Tetanization of the reticular structures (during
broken line) was followed by very great facilitation of the test response.
In Chapter 7 similar effects on the muscle spindles will be described.
In the present case, however, it is a phenomenon wholly within the
central nervous system to which the neural layers of the retina belong.
Yet in general outline the two phenomena look very much alike. In
both cases the reticular substance has to be stimulated for a while,

responds slowly, and remains active

for a considerable time

after
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cessation of stimulation. The 'oarousal" response of the cortex, mentioned above, behaves in the same way. We might speak of an arousal
of the retina or of the muscle spindles. However, while the electroencephalographic arousal of the cortex still must be regarded as imperfectly understood as an electrophysiological event, the present ef-

fect, defined in terms of the sensitivity to light of a single retinal
ganglion cell, is perfectly definite: it is a slow semistationary rise or
fall (see below) of the sensitivity of the retina's own nervous center. If
the retina is spontaneously active, as most good preparations are,
reticular stimulation is followed by a very great increase of the spontaneous rhythm. When light is used for testing, the effect consists
partly in an increase of impulse frequency, but just as dominant, sometimes more so, is the extended duration of the discharge. In very active
preparations the whole response pattern changes into a drawn-out
semipermanent discharge within which "on" and "off" appear as a
temporary increase of the spike frequency. In fact, if the reticular
effect is strong, it may often be difficult to detect a clear difierentiation of the response into "on" and "of[" discharges. The results presented are so recent that it would be premature at this stage to try to
theorize widely about their significance even though a large number
of tempting consequences readily suggest themselves. However, as a
tribute to Cajal's acumen, I would like to quote: "Nosotros habiamos
admitido que las flbras centrifugas traian del cerebro alguna acci6n
indispensable para el fisiologismo retiniano, algo asi como tensi6n 6
energia necesaria 6 la buena transmisi6n" (Cajal, 1904, p. 644) . What
he postulated was thus some kind of arousal reaction!
The subject raised ramifies rather widely into different theoretical
and experimental problems of general neurophysiological interest. It
is necessary to dwell upon one more aspect of it in order to explain
why some caution should be exercised in discussing brain control of
the retina. With the aid of the Horsley-Clarke stereotaxic instrument
it is possible to shift the stimulating needles to the pretectal and collicular areas and locate places within which the optic nerve fibers
sweep round from the lateral geniculate body to penetrate into these
structures. A relatively small number of optic nerve fibers can thus
be located on the *urgin between pretectum^and the superior colliculus
and, as shown in Fig. 45 (I), it is possible to pick up the corresponding
spike in a single retinal ganglion cell. Records C are two control
responses to light preceded by a shock to this region, demonstrating
that the spike is driven from above. Identification in such cases is
obtained by making the driven spike collide with the natural one
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elicited by light. Fig. a5(I) shows that a spike, driven in this fashion
at a high frequency for some 7 seconds (between records 1 and 6),
sets up a strong posttetanic facilitation, like the one illustrated in Fig.
43. ln this case, however, in order to obtain an effect it is actually
necessary to be abie to drive the spike. If the electrodes are pushed up
or down until driving ceases, there will be a small effect or no posttetanic potentiation whatever unless the enc6phale isol6 preparation
be used and the needle enters the reticular substance. For stimulation
of the latter very much stronger shocks are required. It should be
emphasized that reticular effects such as those of Figs. 43 and 44 take
place withoul any driving of the ganglion cell, nor need any adjacent
cells be driven by the stimulus.
InFig.45(II) the first fast record D again shows that the spike is
driven from above. End of "on" and beginning of "off" have been
visualized on the screen (controls). In this case the effect of tetanization is a very strong transient inhibition. Finally in Fig. 45(III) an
inhibition has been obtained by stimulating inside the superior colliculus
at a fairly slow rate. It is easily seen that in this case there rvas no driv-

irg.
The records presented show all main types of effect hitherto obtained from the retina upon tetanic stimulation of mesencephalic portions of the brain, including the end branches of the optic nerve flbers
in this region. Those of Fig. 45 demonstrate that very little could be
gained by performing this kind of analysis at the optic-tract or opticnerve level. Both excitation and inhibition are present and the greater
the cross-section of fibers stimulated, the more complex the sum total
of opposite effects.

It is also possible that there

are speciflc after-effects

of "driving," and for this reason, too, the optic tract is unsuitable for
an analysis of what happens. I have had facilitations of the kind described from the optic tract, but inhibition so far has been more common. There is also a curious inhibition of slow onset that may well
be of vascular origin. The vascular effects are being studied at the
moment.x The effects of facilitation after driving turn up so forcefully
at threshold strengths and, in the best cases, are of such an order of
magnitude that some are likely to be neural. Even during stimulation
the isolated spike may then break through the stimulus rhythm with
-i'Vascular efiects upon reticular stimulation have been described by Ingvar
(1954), who studied the cortical vess:ls under a microscope. They have since been
seen by him, in our laboratory, in the retina. Part of the arousal effect may therefore be vascular arousal.
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Fig. 45. I. Chloralos:-dial cat. Horsley-Clarke stimulation. The two uppermost records (C) are controls. Single antidromic shock to surface of contralateral
colliculus elicits retinal spike picked up by microelectrode. Shock coincides with
flash of 40 1ux, to which same spike responds. It is then driven at rate 333/sec.
for 6 swecps (aboLrt 6.6 sec.) of whicl-r the first (l) and last (6) are shown. T-11:
tests with same light at intervals of 1.1 s:c. show increas:C excitability (posttctanic potentiation), which on account of the narcosis is of short duration.
Photocell deflection in this and the other records indicates light upwald, darkness downwat'c1. Sweep in these lecords interrupteC before flash is over.
lL Pentobalbitone cat. Curarized. Stimulation as abcve. D.' faster sweep to
clemonstrate driving. C.'controls with test light 500 lux, end of on and beginning
of of shown. 9: last srvcep after driving spike at rate 270/sec. for about 10 sec.
l0-15, tcsts with sarne light procecding at intervals ol 1.1 sec. The effect is an
inhibition which in this case wes pres?nt despite cfiving, and required the high
frequency used. Typical effect of dliving in these records as well as in those
above (l) is diminution of spikc hcight.
llt. Enc6phale isol6 cat. Curarizerl. Stimulnting clectrode now inside collictrlus sup. at 2 mm. above Horsley-Clarke zero. C: controls with test light 3 lux,
on-discharge. 1 : stimulation at 47 /sec. begins. 1B 20: three last sweeps of 22 sec.
peliod of stimulation. No driving ir-r this case. 21-24: tests with same light proceeding at intervals of 1.1 sec. The effect is inhibition. Time for all records
50 cy/sec.
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if stimulation is prolonged too far, intense firing

ensues.

The particular facilitation that is connected with "driving" is technically an antidromic (backward) posttetanic potentiation, but at the
outset one hesitates to identify it with the posttetanic potentiations
known. It is not obtained with every ganglion cell, but, when present,
is exceedingly regular and deflnite. Only orthodromic or normally
directed posttetanic potentiation is known from other structures. Larrabee and Bronk (1947), in describing the orthodromic posttetanic
potentiation of the sympathetic ganglion cell, found suppression only
after antidromic tetanization. There is also suppression after antidromic stimulation of ventral horn cells (cf. Eccles' summary, 1953)
or oculomotor neurones (Lorente de N6 and Graham, 1938), but
these experiments are likely to be vitiated by the presence of recurrent axon collaterals which, according to Cajal (1899), are found in
all nervous centers. They have not been found in the retina (cf. above).
It is interesting to note that Hartline, Wagner, and Tomita (1953;
cf. Hartline, 1949) have found that antidromic stimulation of fibers
in the Limulus eye can inhibit a discharge in a nonstimulated isolated
flber coming from an adjacent ommatidium. Apparently the antidromic
stimulus activates the inhibitory cross-connections below the ommatidia, which Hartline and his collaborators (Hartline et al., 1952,
1953) have found to transmit the effect from one illuminated ommatidium on to an adjacent one. The retinal ganglion cells are not
homoiogous withthe Limulus ommatidia, but the inhibitory mechanism
may, nevertheless, be run on the same pattem. Dogiel ( 1895 ) actually
described two types of centrifugal fibers in the retina. Cajal (1904)
denied the existence of Dogiel's second type but described different
types of ramification. However, some work must still be done in this
field before vascular effects are finally excluded. The inhibitory effect
in Fig.45(II) is fast and certainly looks genuine. The reticular excitatory effects which do not require driving are best obtained in good
enc6phale isol6 preparations at stimulus strengths of from 5 to 10 V.
Facilitation upon driving, the antidromic posttetanic potentiation, can
be obtained, despite some anesthesia, at threshold strengths (1-3 V.).
From time to time it has been suggested that the afierent message
within the central nervous system also might be under regulatory control (e.g. Head and Holmes, 1911; Brouwer, '1.933, Peele, 1942).
Brouwer, for instance, stated that "several descending systems influence the reflex arcs in its sensory part and many terminate in centers
which are of a pure sensory character" (p. 626). Dusser de Barenne
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Fig. 46. Enc6phale isol6 cat, curarized. Single test shocks were applied to the

l

right dorsal root Lr to elicit direct wave followed by relayed wave. Tip of recording needle placed in right dorsal column a few tenths of a mm. below the surface
zLnd about 9 cm. above thc zone of entrance of the stimulated dorsal root,
part of which was split for simultaneous recording of so-callecl dorsal root
reflex.

,4: dorsal root reflex (upper beam), dorsal column response (lower beam)
before (1), during (2), and zrfter (3); repetitive stimulation at rate 100/sec. in
the bulbar reticular formation.
B.' dorsal root reflex (upper beam) and the negative intermediary potential
(lower beam) recorded from the cord surface at the dorsal root zone before,
during, and after stimulating the same area of the bulbar reticular formation,
(Hagbarth and Kerr, J. Neurophysiol., 17, 295. 1954.)
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with several collaborators (see e.g. Dusser de Barenne, 1934; Dusser
de Barenne and McCulloch, 1938) established corticothalamic control. Recently Hagbarth and Kerr {1953, 1954) have succeeded in
devising experiments which have carried the approach to these problems to the spinal cord level and thus represent a signiflcant advance.
They stimulated the dorsal root L7 in cats with rectangular shocks
and recorded from the dorsal columns or from part of the stimulated
dorsal root. In the dorsal columns one obtains in response to each
shock a spikelike action potential which is followed by a more prolonged relayed discharge, as described by Hursh (1940). The relayed
response has a peripheral counterpart in the so-called dorsal root reflex
(Barron and Matthews, i935; Toennies, 1938; Barron, 1940). Both
the dorsal column relayed response and the root reflex could be depressed by stimulating regions such as the bulbar and midbrain
reticular formation, the ventro-medial part of the anterior vermis, the
precentral motor cortex, the primary sensory cortex and the so-called
secondary somatic sensory area. This is illustrated in Fig. 46(A).
Stimulus frequencies of around 100 per second were used. As clearly
shown by the figure, the primary spikelike wave remains uninfluenced.
The cord's slow so-called intermediary potential, described by Hughes
and Gasser (1934), was also depressed by stimulation in this manner

(Fig. 46, B).
The examples presented should suffice to emphasize that questions
concerning feedback mechanisms and direct neural control of the
sensory input from stations in the brain are now clamoring for attention. The best known of these mechanisms, the centrifugal control of
the muscle spindles, will be dealt with in detail in Chapters 6 and 7.
The present examples have been added to indicate the scope of these
problems and the necessity of considering them in the light of what
has been set forth above about spontaneous activity and the arousal
reaction. There are, of course, several other aspects to the general
problem of centrifugal control (see Chapter 7), but we do not yet
possess enough evidence for dealing with them, except in the case of
the muscle spindles.

Chapter 4

Present State of Dominator-Modulator

Theory. Photochemical Parallels
1. First principles. Scotopic and photopic
dominators
Tne retina may contain one or several photosensitive substances with
absorption maxima in different wave lengths. Since only that light
which is absorbed can be effective in initiating a stimulus, the absorption spectra of these photosensitive substances are close approximations io the spectral sensitivities of the mechanisms concerned. It has
been shown that the receptive fields are complex. Taking man as an
example, there are not less than 4 million cones, nearly 7 million according to some estimates, and 125,000,000 rods as against only 800,000-1,000,000 optic nerve flbers (figures from Polyak, l94l). Evidently a very minor number of receptors can afiord to keep a private
path and in view of the way sensory messages arc organized elsewhere (Chapter 2) the problem of color reception must be solved by
central interpretation of information over a complex frequency code
which also expresses interaction (see Chapter 8). Even if one knew
every photosensitive substance in a retina, the question of how they
are represented in the messages transmitted by the frequency code
would remain a problem in its own right.
Howsoever color reception is approached, whether in terms of sensory
brightness, receptor potential, or spike frequency, the principle always
is the same, and it is easily understood from a schematic presentation'
The following is somewhat inaccurate, but I shall add a photochemical
derivation below. Let the efiect of light (sensory brightness, size of
potential, spike frequency) at any wave length be Lr. This will be proportional to the amount of energy Er and the speciflc sensitivity 51
for this particular wave length. Sx is the retinal sensitivity factor. With
L1 : E1 '51 our problem is to obtain a measure of Sx. It is clear that
51 : L1 /E\. If. one proceeds to make L\ constant (constant bright-
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